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NOTE: ONE OF MULTIPLE 

POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS 
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Attach the Rear Body (With Wings) to the Front_Under (Rifles) or Front_Under (Sun Gun) 

Align the exhaust manifold on the rear part with the tubes running down the bottom 

piece. 



Attach the Top Body—Main (Both) to the Assembly, aligning the pegs into the receiving 

holes. 

NOTE: Optional builds use the Top Body—Main (Left Hand) or Top Body—Main (Right 

Hand) depending on the pose required. 



Attach the Front (Windscreen) to the Assembly, aligning the peg into the receiving hole. 

NOTE: Optional builds use the Front (No Windscreen) or Front (To Be Glazed) depending 

on the variant required. 



Attach the 4 x Gravplate to the Assembly, aligning the pegs into the receiving holes. 



Attach the Leg (L) and Leg (R) to the Assembly, aligning the pegs in the pedals into the re-

ceiving holes. 

NOTE: Other variants can use the Leg (L/R) - Empty Holster or Leg (L/R) - Holstered Pistol 

to create a number of different looks.  



Attach the Upper Torso and Helm to the Assembly.  

NOTE: Other helmets can be made compatible with this kit by carefully removing the 

domed section from the neck. 



Attach the Arm (L) - Riding and Arm (R) - Riding to the Assembly, aligning the connection 

points in the wrist first.  

NOTE: Other variants may use the various Arm (L/R) - Pistol / Sword / Misc to create a 

number of different looks. 



Use the hole in the bottom of the assembly to insert either a 2mm Acrylic Rod of your pre-

ferred height or the Flight Stem. 

Insert the assembly into the receiving hole in the 90x52mm Base. 

Assembly is complete. 





If you have any problems with assembly please message us via Instagram or Facebook,  

using the details provided on the front page of this guide. 


